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Rio has over 30 years of experience in beauty 
devices, treatments and beauty tools, offering 
solutions in the home to our everyday beauty needs. 
Rio is known as ‘the beauty specialists’, bringing 
quality, performance and value to its customers 
around the world.



YES LASER HAIR REMOVER
permanent hair reduction
Yes Laser Hair Remover works by sending a laser beam to the hair 
follicle with enough energy to permanently disable the root without 
affecting the surrounding area. The result is a permanent hair reduction. 
YES automatically scans the skin, treating up to 60 hairs in just a few 
seconds or alternatively targeting individual problem hairs. With an 
advanced LCD display, permanent hair reduction is now easier than ever.

MODEL: LAHC6

*based on facial hair

►  LCD Display

►   treat up to 60 hairs* in a few 
seconds

►  808nm pulsed laser

►  permanent hair reduction

►  security key
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►  for body and face

►  compact for quick easy use

►   200,000 flashes -  
a lifetime of treatments

►  large treatment area (3.1cm2)

►   high treatment output (13.8J)

►   fast flash rate for quicker  
efficient treatment

►   easy to use flash and  
glide setting

►  5 treatment levels

LUX IPL HAIR REMOVER
prevents hair regrowth
The Rio Lux IPL (Intense Pulsed Light technology) replaces conventional 
traditional hair removal methods such as waxing, shaving, epilators and 
creams. Held in the palm of the hand it is suitable for treating virtually any 
unwanted hair on the legs, arms, back, tummy and even the face.

IPL treatments can significantly reduce unwanted hair in quick fortnightly 
application over two to three months. Results can be maintained with repeat 
treatments every four to six weeks. Time between treatments may vary based 
on your individual hair regrowth.

MODEL: IPHH

Compact hand-held design
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4-IN-1 LADY SHAVER & FACIAL BRUSH
for total body perfection in one compact design
Effortlessly cleanse skin, eliminate unwanted hair and shape eyebrows 
with the 4-in-1 Lady Shaver and Facial Brush. The multitasking, skin-
smoothing tool with interchangeable heads includes a facial cleansing 
brush, large shaver with trimming function, medium-sized shaver and a 
precision shaver. Use this handy, waterproof device on wet or dry skin. 
It’s ideal for staying groomed ‘on-the-go’.

MODEL: SHFA

►   4 interchangeable heads: super soft 
facial cleansing brush; large area 
shaver & trimmer; medium shaver  
& precision shaver

►   for wet & dry use - IPX7

►   cordless

►   charging stand

►   cleaning brush & protective cap 
included

Charging 
Base

Facial Cleansing
Brush

Medium Shaver

Large Shaver with 
trimming comb

Precision Trimmer
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TOTAL BODY WAXING
the one kit that does it all
Total Body Waxing contains everything you need for fuss-free body 
waxing at home including a compact wax heater. Suitable for precision 
waxing even sensitive areas, such as the bikini and face, the convenient kit 
comes with a step-by-step DVD for salon style results at home. The set 
includes Salon Hard Wax as well as Deluxe Soft Wax for waxing arms and 
legs. It is also suitable for male waxing areas such as the back or chest. 

MODEL: CWAX2

►  deluxe soft and salon hard wax

►  ideal for all hair types

►  rapid heat up

►  includes waxing strips

►  step-by-step DVD
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PROFESSIONAL WAX HEATER
for a salon-quality hair removal experience at home
Quickly melts any hard or soft wax  to the selected temperature for perfect 
professional-standard hair removal results every time.

The intelligent touch panel buttons allow selection of wax type, delayed heating 
and the precise control of the heat up temperature.

MODEL: CWXP

►   intelligent touchpanel for precise temperature control

►  LCD temperature display with °C and °F options

►  delay timer option 

►   melts all wax types in one-third of the  
time of standard heaters

►  removable, non-stick wax pot                      

►  500ml capacity 

►  easy carry design

►  measures 16 x 16 x 15cm  
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FACIAL RENEW
stimulates collagen production
Facial ReNew is an energy based anti-wrinkle and 
skin rejuvenation treatment for the face. Rio Facial 
ReNew, targets thermal energy (heat) into the skin to 
initiate natural collagen production to improve skin 
tone, elasticity and texture, and reduce the appearance 
of fine lines and winkles.

With aging the connective tissue (collagen and elastin) 
in the skin weakens and becomes thinner, causing the 
skin to loosen and loose its elasticity, resulting in 
sagging and wrinkles. By stimulating collagen 
production this process can be reversed giving visible 
skin tightening, firming and renewal.

MODEL: DEFR

► creates Heat 
Shock Proteins 
(HSP) which 
stimulate 
natural collagen 
production

► uses advanced 
1Mhz RF 
technology

► portable and 
rechargeable
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► LCD display

► advanced faradic technology

► retinol infusion

► lifts, firms and tones

► 4 programmes

LIFT PLUS 60 SECOND FACE LIFT
a natural face lift
Lift Plus features 2 treatments to tone, lift and rejuvenate the face. 
Faradic treatment: gentle muscle toning to help tighten and tone 
sagging features in short 60 second treatments. Galvanic treatment: 
transdermal infusion of collagen and retinol helps further combat the 
appearance of fine lines and wrinkles.

MODEL: FALI6

9
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► advanced faradic technology

► retinol infusion

► lifts, firms and tones

► quilted beauty case

60 SECOND FACE LIFT
targets the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles
As we age, our facial muscles lose tone and wrinkles become more defined. 60 Second Face Lift target tones by gently 
exercising the facial muscles in short 60 second treatments. The 60 Second Face Lift also uses galvanic technology to 
help infuse collagen and retinol to help target the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles.

MODEL: FALI7 

forehead lines

frown lines

tear troughs

crow’s feet

nasolabial lines

marionette lines

chin LAVENDER BRIGHT PINK FUCHSIA PASTEL 
PINK

PURPLE GREY

+  +  +  +  +  +  +  +

galvanic treatment

faradic treatment  



LAVENDER BRIGHT PINK FUCHSIA PASTEL 
PINK

PURPLE

GREY
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60 SECOND NECK TONER
the gym for your chin
60 Second Neck Toner target tones the “double chin” in just 
60 seconds a day. Feel the effects after just one use and see 
the results in just a few days. Uses advanced electrical muscle 
stimulation to exercise the supporting muscles of the neck and chin.

MODEL: NECK4

►  clinically proven

►  33% increase in tone and firmness*

►  lifts, firms and tones

►  3 toning programmes

►  variable intensity

*  Clinical results from 73 women using the 60 Second Neck Toner in 15 day study (UK Nov 2009).
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BEAUTY BOOSTING  
LED FACE MASK

FaceLITE combines clinically proven wavelengths of light with the latest 
generation LED technology to energise cellular function, creating a 
cascade of biochemical reactions that help revitalise dull, ageing skin, 
boost collagen,  improve skin firmness and reduce skin pigmentation. 
FaceLITE uses controlled red and infrared light to deliver this unique, 
quick and easy full facial skin rejuvenation treatment that you do at any 
time while relaxing, reading or even working..

MODEL: FCLT

►  treats the whole face in just 10 minutes

►  soft comfortable fit

►  hypoallergenic

►  rechargeable

►  fully portable

►  auto timer

►  easy wipe clean silicon finish

►  flat for travel

►  clinically proven

►   combined dual wavelength  
- 830nm and 633nm
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300mm

190mm

150mm

220mm

NECK & DÉCOLLETAGE BEAUTY BOOSTING  
LED LIGHT TREATMENT

décoLITE combines clinically proven wavelengths of light with the latest generation LED 
technology to energise cellular function, creating a cascade of biochemical reactions 
that help revitalise dull, ageing skin, boost collagen, improve skin firmness and reduce 
skin pigmentation. décoLITE uses controlled red and infrared light to deliver this unique, 
quick and easy treatment that you do at any time while relaxing, reading or even working.

MODEL: DCLT

►  10 minute treatment time

►  soft comfy fit

►  hypoallergenic

►  rechargeable

►  fully portable

►  auto timer

►  easy wipe clean silicon finish

►  flat for travel

►   combined dual wavelength  
- 830nm and 633nm
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5-IN-1 TOTAL BODY MICRO-NEEDLING SET
transform your skin with at-home micro-needling

The 5-In-1 Total Body Micro-Needling set is a hand held derma roller with a variety 
of different-sized, interchangeable heads to target skin issues from individual facial 
wrinkles to the appearance of larger body areas.

Regular use of the safe, spa-inspired tool will  stimulate the skin’s natural revitalising 
processes. As the fine needles gently roll over skin they help rebuild the skin from the 
inside-out.

The set features a choice of different sized applicators to suit particular areas of the skin.

MODEL: SKDR3

►  salon skincare targeting skin issues 

►   target the appearance of acne scars, stretch marks and promote 
healthy looking skin

►  targets the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles

►  includes a sterilisation tank to properly cleanse tools between uses

►  includes a hypoallergenic silicone skin cleansing brush

►   five interchangeable heads: 

- 300-needle small roller head  

- 720- needle medium roller head  

- 1200-needle large roller head 

- 12 needle targeted stamping head 

- Silicon skin cleansing brush

2
 300C roller head

t

3 720C roller head

4 1200C body roller head

5
 12 needle targeted stamping 

he
ad

1 Silicon skin cleansing bru
sh
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REVIVE & REFRESH
sooth, refresh, brighten & revive
Awakens & refreshes tired, stressed eyes. Revive puffy, tired 
eyes with cooling and warming treatments. Select the  gentle 
massage to awaken, refresh, brighten and boost micro-
circulation around the eye area.   

MODEL: SKER

►  three treatments modes – refresh, relax and max boost

► treat each eye in just 120 seconds

►  use with your regular eye skin care products

►  USB rechargeable

W
AR

M or COO
L









THERMAL 
TREATMENT 

HEAD

SILICON 
MASSAGE  

HEAD

TEMPERATURE 
SELECTION 
INDICATOR

2
 300C roller head

4 1200C body roller head
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ULTRASONIC SKIN CLEANSER
deep cleansing, exfoliating & pore refining

Gentle on the skin and used with just water, Ultrasonic Skin 
Cleanser delicately exfoliates and deeply cleanses the skin with 
tiny ultrasonic vibrations which help to remove dead skin cells, 
dirt and sebum from blocked or congested pores. The skin is 
left feeling immediately smoother, softer and deeply cleansed. 
Ultrasonic Skin Cleanser can also be used for the enhanced 
application of moisturisers, serums and anti-ageing products.

MODEL: FASS3

►  cleanses with just water

►  high frequency micro-patting

►  USB rechargeable

►   2 programmes with 3 settings

►   use with regular skincare products

►   profiled blade to follow skin contours
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After regularly using the 
Deep Pore Cleanser,

91% of women would 
recommend it*

‘

’

DEEP PORE CLEANSER
fresher, healthier looking skin 
every day
Deep Pore Cleanser uses micro-current 
technology to cleanse, moisturise and refresh, 
leaving the skin invigorated, vibrant and deeply 
cleansed.

Used together with your favourite skincare 
products, Deep Pore Cleanser features four 
treatments to create your ultimate skincare regime. 
Deep Cleanse: dirt and grime are purged from the 
skin. Preparation: the skin is prepped for optimum 
moisturising. Moisturising: enhances hydration of 
the skin. Refresh: pulsed micro-current stimulation 
to invigorate and refresh.

MODEL: CESO2-NC

►  micro-current cleansing

►  helps soften and freshen skin

►  use with regular skincare products
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SONICLEANSEGL  – 
pure skin radiance
Gently melt away make-up, excess oil and skin pollutants with 
this radiance-boosting cleansing tool. Use for just one minute 
each day to intensively clean pores, boost micro-circulation, relax 
facial muscles and polish away dead skin cells to reveal a softer, 
smoother complexion and a beautiful healthy-looking glow. You’ll 
soon discover why it’s called ‘Belle’.

MODEL: FADM

PURE SKIN RADIANCE

►   soft silicone brush head can even be used on sensitive skin

►   ultra-compact, travel-friendly size

►   waterproof design, for use in the shower or bath

►   USB rechargeable 

►    charges in just 90 minutes  
to give around 100 uses  
per charge
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FACIAL DEEP SKIN CLEANSER
a complete cleansing ritual – for fresher, softer and smoother skin
Gently melt away make-up, excess oil and daily skin pollutants with the Facial Deep Skin Cleanser. 
Use this new radiance-boosting brush for just two minutes each day to intensively clean pores and 
polish away dead skin cells revealing a softer, smoother complexion to give a healthy-looking glow.

The targeted, deep-cleansing tool offers five different intensity levels – including exfoliating, facial 
massage, targeted T-zone cleansing, and targeted treatment for the delicate eye area – so you can 
choose the setting and pad area that’s best-suited to your skin type and needs. 

MODEL: FADC

►  deep cleansing action, yet gentle on delicate skin

►  5 different intensity levels to suit your needs

►  exfoliation, massage and deep skin cleansing

►  energising and soothing vibration technology

►  battery life – 2.5 hours

►  USB chargeable

targeted eye 
treatment

energising & 
soothing vibration 

technology

targeted 
forehead & T-zone 

treatment

all over face 
cleansing, exfoliation 

& massage 
treatment
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►  waterproof – use in bath or shower  

►  IPX7 waterproof  

►  USB rechargeable  

►  7 intensity levels  

►  up to 130 cleansing vibrations per second  

►  deep cleansing action 

SONICLEANSE GLO VIVA
reveal softer, smoother, glowing skin
Discover how sonic cleansing deeply cleanses pores and polishes away 
dead skin cells to reveal softer, smoother more radiant and glowing skin 
in just seconds.  

The unique vibrating action also helps sooth away muscle tension and 
stimulates micro-circulation for a healthy oxygen boost to the skin.  

The soft, gentle and hypoallergenic silicon makes it suitable for even the 
most delicate and sensitive skin types.

MODEL: FADF

SONICLEANSE GLO VIVA with heat:  

MODEL: FADF-H
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29mm

150mm

SONICLEANSE JOY
harness the latest technology for smoother  
deeply cleansed glowing skin
Recreate a spa-worthy facial treatment in the comfort of your home with sonic silicon skin cleansing 
technology.

The silicon brush cleansing tool uses the latest sonic vibration technology to stimulate local micro 
circulation, open the pores, and gently cleanse and exfoliate the skin for super soft deep cleansing. 

The result is a deeply cleansed, glowing complexion that appears soft, smooth and rejuvenated. A choice 
of intensities allows you to personalise to meet your skin’s specific needs, while the waterproof design 
means it can be used in the bath or shower.

MODEL: FASJ

►  features sonic pulse technology

►  80 minutes of use when fully charged

►  IPX7 waterproof for use in the shower or bath 

►  USB rechargeable

►  magnetic base for faster charging

►  ergonomic, handheld design 

►  rechargeable 210mAh Li-ion battery
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SONICLEANSE PURE GLO
sonic facial cleansing brush and gentle eye massager
Gently melt away make-up and daily grime, massage away facial puffiness and ease 
tension with the Sonicleanse Pure Glo for fresher and more radiant looking skin. 

Use of the cleansing and massaging duo for just 60 seconds each day will intensely 
cleanse pores, promote micro-circulation, relax facial muscles and reveal a softer, smoother 
complexion.

The hypoallergenic silicone brush head suits all skin types, and the waterproof design 
makes it suitable for use in the shower or bath.  The sonic massager will aid the absorption 
of skincare creams, serums or lotions and soothe the delicate eye area, helping to reduce 
dark circles and puffiness.

MODEL: FARA

►  USB-rechargeable –120 uses on a  

single charge

► IPX7 waterproof 

►  sonic action – 160 to 250 movements  

per second

► 251 cleansing nodules

► use in shower or bath 

►  9500 to 14400 oscillations per minute

►  super hygienic / non-allergenic / 

hypoallergenic
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SKIN RENEW MICRODERMABRASION
rejuvenating, brightening and exfoliating
Reveal brighter, smoother, more beautiful-looking skin in minutes using the Skin Renew  
Microdermabrasion.

The professional-grade, at-home-use microdermabrasion system gently polishes and 
removes dead skin cells to unveil a glowing, healthy-looking, fresher skin.

Used on dull, aging skin it helps renew the structures of the skin, reducing the appearance 
of fine lines and wrinkles, pigmentation and even acne scarring. Treated skin also aids 
absorption of moisturisers, serums and sheet masks.

MODEL: DRMA3

► brightens, exfoliates and purifies skin

►  smooths out rough or uneven skin

► helps reduce acne and scarring

► reduces fine lines, wrinkles and skin pigmentation 

► improves the absorption of lotions and moisturisers
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4-IN-1 FACIAL CLEANSING BRUSH 
& MASSAGER
sonic action for deeper cleansing 
Use the 4-in-1 Facial Cleansing Brush & Massager as part 
of your daily beauty regime to exfoliate, cleanse and massage.  
The interchangeable heads include the precision and roller 
massagers for relaxation and toning, the ultra-soft facial brush for 
deep pore cleansing and the gentle facial exfoliator for dry and 
dead skin removal. Everything you need for clean, radiant skin.  
IPX7 – water proof.

MODEL: FABM

►   sonic cleansing

►   gentle exfoliation

►    de-stressing, revitalising  
& refreshing massage

De-stressing massageGentle exfoliation
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FACIAL SAUNA WITH STEAM INHALER
opens pores for deep cleansing
Rio Facial Sauna offers all the benefits of a spa steam treatment at home. 
Featuring a full face mask, Facial Sauna uses steam to open up the pores, 
helping to remove impurities and deeply cleanse the skin. 

Also included is an interchangeable nose inhaler for instant relief from sinus 
congestion. Aromatherapy oils can be added for a soothing and clearing 
treatment.

MODEL: FSTE

►  deep pore cleansing and congestion relief

►  2 adjustable steam levels

► nose inhaler attachment

►  essential oil vaporiser

► handy measuring cup
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FOLDAWAY FOOT BATH SPA
revive and refresh tired, aching feet
Indulge tired, aching feet by treating them to some pamper time with the invigorating 
Foldaway Foot Bath Spa. Gentle massaging vibrations combined with the 
hydrotherapy jets help soothe muscles, tendons and ligaments to leave you feeling 
revived and your feet refreshed. The bubbling water is heated to ensure it stays warm 
for as long as you wish to relax for.

Enjoy this calming ritual in the comfort of your own home to relieve tension and ease 
away aches and puffiness – so you’re left feeling like you’re walking on cloud nine. 
Its unique design means that when you’re done it folds almost flat for easy storage. 
The fold up carry handle also makes it super easy to carry, even when full of water.

MODEL: FTBH3

► hydrotherapy jets and 
vibration massage

►  folds flat when not in use

► convenient carry handle

► water heater

►  red light LEDs
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FOOT BATH SPA  
& MASSAGER
a relaxing moment  
of indulgence
Pamper and re-energise weary feet 
by treating them to the indulgent 
Foot Bath Spa & Massager. 
The soothing, multifunctional foot 
bath uses reflexology foot rollers 
to knead key pressure points, 
while gentle vibrations combined 
with the hydrotherapy jet massage 
will relieve overworked muscles, 
tendons and ligaments to bring tired 
feet back to life.The heater will keep 
the perfect water temperature to fully 
soothe your soles for a moment of 
true indulgence.

MODEL: FTBH6

►  reflexology foot massagers

► hydrotherapy jets and 
vibration massage

►  retains heat

► aromatherapy diffuser

►  red light LEDs
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DELUXE FOOT SPA & MASSAGER
a relaxing moment of indulgence
Indulge tired, aching feet by treating them to some pamper time with the 
invigorating Deluxe Foot Spa & Massager. The reflexology foot rollers will 
massage key pressure points in your feet, while gentle vibrations combined with 
the hydrotherapy jet massage will soothe muscles, tendons and ligaments to 
leave you feeling revived. The bubbling water is heated to ensure it stays 
warm for as long as you wish to relax for. 

Enjoy this calming ritual in the comfort of your own home to relieve tension 
and ease away aches and puffiness – so you’re left feeling like you’re 
walking on cloud nine. This 5-in-1 multifunction deluxe foot spa features 
reflexology foot massagers, hydrotherapy jets and vibration massage, red 
light LEDs, water heating, aromatherapy diffusion, thermally insulated walls, 
a cable store and convenient carry handle.

MODEL: FTBH

►  reflexology foot massagers

►  hydrotherapy jets and vibration massage

►  water heater

►  red light LEDs

►  aromatherapy diffuser

►  thermally insulated walls

►  cable store

►  convenient carry handle
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DELUXE FOOT BATH SPA  
& MASSAGER WITH 
AUTO HEAT-UP
a relaxing moment of indulgence

Indulge tired, aching feet by 
treating them to some pamper 
time with the invigorating Deluxe 
Foot Spa Bath & Massager. The 
reflexology foot rollers will massage 
key pressure points in your feet, 
while gentle vibrations combined 
with the hydrotherapy jet massage 
will soothe muscles, tendons and 
ligaments to leave you feeling 
revived. The powerful 500W water 
heater will warm and maintain the 
water to your selected temperature 
for ultimate indulgence.

MODEL: FTBH5

►  reflexology foot massagers

► hydrotherapy jets and 
vibration massage

► 500W water heater

► aromatherapy diffuser

►  red light LEDs
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MULTI-FUNCTIONAL  
FOOT BATH SPA AND MASSAGER
pampering indulgence for weary feet
Pamper and re-energise weary feet by treating them to the indulgent Multi-
Functional Foot Bath Spa and massager. The soothing, multifunctional foot 
bath uses motorized reflexology foot rollers to knead key pressure points, 
while gentle vibrations combined with the hbubbling water to relieve 
overworked muscles, tendons and ligaments to bring tired feet back 
to life. 

A smart display allows you to select the perfect water temperature to 
fully soothe your soles for a moment of true indulgence.

MODEL: FTBH7

►  motorised massaging feet rollers  

►  adjustable time and temperature settings 

►  digital LCD Display with button controls

►   includes three pedicure accessories:  

Basic massager, Pumice stone and Brush 

►  relaxing bubble function 

►  inner depth: 160mm

►  water capacity 8.3L

►  450W Water heater

►  red light LED lights to boost wellbeing  

►  targets acupuncture pressure points

►   measures 375mm (w) x 245mm (h) x 430mm (d)
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Before After

SPA PEDI
hard skin remover
Softer, smoother, callus-free feet will be yours 
in an instant with Spa Pedi™. The powerful 
yet compact electric foot file is ergonomically 
designed to be easily held in the palm of your 
hand, allowing you to quickly and effectively 
buff away dry, hard, cracked and calloused 
skin – for feet you’ll want to show off. 

It includes a choice of three interchangable 
heads (gentle, medium and coarse) for hard dry 
skin removal, as well as two different speed settings. 
Its unique domed head is also perfect for easily following the 
contours of the foot. An ingenious dust-absorption function has been 
specially built-in to hoover up the dry skin as it goes along. Charge  
up the travel-friendly device via USB is simple too.

MODEL: PEDI3

►  quick and easy to use

►  vacuum dust absorption

►  up to 60 minutes working time

►  2 speed settings

►  USB rechargeable

►   3 interchangable heads; gentle,  

medium and coarse

60 SECOND PEDI
hard skin remover
60 Second Pedi buffs away, hard, 
rough and dry skin leaving you 
with fabulously smooth feet. Gentle 
enough to be used daily.

MODEL: PEDI2

► two speeds

► quick & easy to use

► replaceable roller head
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BEAUTY BOOST MAKEUP BLENDER
vibrating, patting, blending sponge 
Blend and contour to perfection with the vibrating Beauty Boost Makeup Blender giving the 
smoothest, most uniform, flawless make up application possible. The set includes; the Beauty 
Boost Makeup Blender vibrator unit and two blending sponges for all-over use and those 
hard-to-reach curves and crevices or where precision is required to cover up imperfections. 

MODEL: VIBL

VIBRATING 
BEAUTY BOOST 

MAKEUP 
BLENDING 
SPONGE

POWER BLENDER 
VIBRATOR UNIT

POWER
BUTTON
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PROFESSIONAL COSMETIC BRUSH COLLECTION
24 professional cosmetic brushes in one beautiful pouch
When it comes to flawless makeup, the tools you use to apply it are equally as important as the products you buy. With the Rio Professional 
Cosmetic Brush Collection, you have all you need for supermodel makeup every day. From contouring, to bold brows and smoky eyes, armed with 
the 24 professional cosmetic brushes, no makeup technique is too ambitious. The collection includes a classy travel pouch to keep all of your brushes 
in tip top condition even when you’re on the go.

MODEL: BRST

• Large Fan Brush 
• Large Powder & Bronzer Brush 
• Highlighting & Contour Brush 
• Liquid Foundation Brush 

• Flat Blusher Brush 
• Delicate Fan Brush 
• Blending Brush 
• Magic Concealer Brush 

• Small Bronzer Brush 
• Flat Nose Shading Brush 
• Blending Nose Shading Brush 
• Angled Eyeliner Brush 

• Flat Eyebrow Brush 
• Eye Shadow Tapered Brush 
• Eye Shadow Corner Brush 
• Eye Shadow Base Brush 

• Precision Contour Brush 
• Small Concealer Brush 
• Precision Lip Liner Brush 
• Full Coverage Lip Brush 

• Corner Coverage Lip Brush 
• Sponge Eyeshadow Brush 
• Mascara Definition Brush 
• Dual Eyebrow & Lash Comb 
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STILETTO OMBRÉ MAKEUP BRUSH COLLECTION
MODEL: BROS-24

LUSH ROSE GOLD MAKEUP BRUSH COLLECTION
MODEL: BRRG-24

24
BRUSHES

24
BRUSHES
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UNICORN MAKEUP BRUSH COLLECTION
MODEL: BRWU-24

SENSUAL KISS MAKEUP BRUSH COLLECTION
MODEL: BRSE-24

24
BRUSHES

24
BRUSHES
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PROFESSIONAL MAKEUP  
BRUSH SET & TOOL BELT
Whether you’re a budding makeup artist or a seasoned expert, the 
sophisticated Professional Makeup Brush Set & Tool Belt 
includes everything you need to create any type of makeup look.

The kit includes 24 beautifully-designed brushes to help you 
create professional results on the skin, eye, lips, lashes and 
brows. Each brush has been carefully crafted with a matte, easy-
grip handle in a timeless professional classic black and silver look. 

The belt is a must-have for organizing, using and storing all your 
beauty brush essentials and accessories, just like a professional. 

MODEL: BRWB-24

►  24-piece profession brush set 

►  soft, high-quality bristles  

►  a variety of different bristle types for best 
results  

►  easy-grip brush handles for ultimate precision  

►  elegant belt design in easy-to-clean, wipeable 
fabric  

► adjustable waist strap – fits waist size from: 
14”- 47” (35-120 cm)  

►  extra storage pockets for more brushes or 
other tools
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PROFESSIONAL MAKEUP BRUSH & TOOL HOLDER
Store your makeup and cosmetic tools with this convenient, hygienic and stylish brush holder. Design features 
flexible holes to perfectly fit brushes and tools in a variety of different sizes.

MODEL: BHMB

* Brushes for illustration purposes only - not included.

►  soft rubber finish

►  keep your brushes organised 
and protected from damage

►  perfect for professional and 
home use
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MAGNIFYING LED  
COSMETIC MIRROR
with 10x magnification
MODEL: MMIR

►  10x magnification

►  suction cups on back

►   removable suction  
pads for wall mounting

►  ideal travel companion

►  battery operated light

foldable

foldable

SUPER BRIGHT & 
DIMMABLE LED 

LIGHT RINGS

1x

5x
10x

3-IN-1 COMPACT  
ILLUMINATED MIRROR
1x, 5x & 10x magnification
MODEL: MMCI

►   1x, 5x & 10x  
– all the magnification  
you need in one compact mirror  

►   battery operated  
(includes 4x CR2032 batteries)  

►   folds closed to keep mirror clean  
and protected  

►  ideal for use on the go or for travelling
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ON/ OFF & 
BRIGHTNESS 

BUTTON

170mm

1X & 5X ILLUMINATED  
COSMETIC MIRROR
MODEL: MMLD

►  1x and 5x magnification

►  double-sided 

►  360° swivel design

►  battery operated 360°

swivel design

STYLISH COMPACT  
LED ILUMINATED MIRROR
MODEL: MMCS

►  easy to carry 

►  dimmable LED lights

►  can be wall hung

►  battery operated

►  requires 4x AAA 
batteries 
(not included)

190mm
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MULTI-USE LED ILLUMINATED  
MAKEUP MIRROR
A full circle of bright LED lights prevents shadows or glare, while the 
easy-attach suction cup base enables you to quickly fix it to a dressing 
table, larger mirror or any smooth surface in your bathroom.

MODEL: MMSU

►  LED illuminated

►  5x magnification

►   multi-location use

►  360° swivel design

►  secure fix suction cup

360°

swivel design
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►  1x and 5x magnification

►  LED illuminated

►  various models available

►   optional rose gold, chrome or  
marble effect finish

360°

swivel design

MODEL: MMST

1x & 5x MAGNIFYING LED 
ILLUMINATED COSMETIC  
& MAKEUP MIRRORS

MODEL: MMCO
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2-IN-1 DRESSING TABLE & BATHROOM 
MAKEUP MIRROR WITH 1X & 10X 
MAGNIFICATION
MODEL: MMDP

►  dual-sided mirror 

►  LED light ring for the perfect lighting  

►  touch sensor for easy dimming 

►  freestanding or wall-attachable option

►  USB-rechargeable or battery-operated

►  360° swivel mechanism  

►  regular and 10x magnifying mirror

2-IN-1 DRESSING TABLE & 
BATHROOM MAKEUP 
MIRROW WITH 1x & 10x 
MAGNIFICATION 
Easy switch combined dual use 

360°
Degree 
rotation
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►  5x magnification

►  bright LED light

►  360° rotation  

►  button touch on/off switch

►  suction base for multi-location use 

►  requires 3x AA batteries (not included)

ELEGANCE 7X MAGNIFICATION 
BEAUTY MIRROR
MODEL: MMBM

ELEGANCE 7X MAGNIFICATION 
BEAUTY MIRROR
with suction base
MODEL: MMSB

►  touch-screen controls for 
dimmable lighting  

►  7x magnifying mirror for  
a crystal-clear close up

►  20 LED lights to illuminate  
your reflection  

►  choice of USB-rechargeable or 
battery operated power supply

360°
Degree 
rotation
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24 LED TOUCH DIMMABLE
MAKEUP MIRROR
give your dressing table  
Hollywood-style
Give your dressing table Hollywood-style with the 24 LED 
Touch Dimmable Makeup Mirror. Equipped with 24 
individual LED lights, the mirror can be brightened for a crystal-
clear reflection, or dimmed to give a softer ambiance. It features 
a mini removable mirror that can be fixed to any surface and 
with 10x magnification is perfect for ultimate precision when 
applying makeup, contact lens, shaping eyebrows or shaving.  

MODEL: MMSP

10x

1x

►  24 illuminating LED lights

►    removable 10x magnification  
mirror

►   dimmable switch

►  touch sensitive activation

►  180° swivel design

►  integrated storage tray
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24 LED TOUCH DIMMABLE
MAKEUP MIRROR
with 2x & 3x magnification
Give your dressing table Hollywood-style with the 24 LED 
Touch Dimmable Makeup Mirror. Equipped with 24 individual 
LED lights, the mirror can be brightened for a crystal-clear 
reflection, or dimmed to give a softer ambiance. It features 2x 
& 3x magnification which is perfect for ultimate precision when 
applying makeup, contact lens, shaping eyebrows or shaving.

MODEL: MMFD

►    2x & 3x magnification

►  24 illuminating LED lights

►   dimmable switch

►  touch sensitive activation

►  180° swivel design

►  integrated storage tray

2x

3x
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FULL SIZE LED  
MAKEUP MIRROR
1x, 3x, 5x & 10x  
MAGNIFICATION
your perfect makeup partner
MODEL: MMFS 300mm

466mm

111mm

PREMIUM 
DIMMABLE LED 
STRIP LIGHTING

HANDY STORAGE 
AREA

225mm

370mm

►  USB power operated or 
4x AA batteries (included)

►  1x, 3x, 5x, & 10x magnification 

►  tilt adjustment

►  360˚ rotation for universal use

►  large full size mirror
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HOLLYWOOD GLAMOUR  
LIGHTED MIRROR
MODEL: MMHW

►   iconic Hollywood-style mirror 

►   8 adjustable and dimmable  
LED lights  

►   cool natural daylight & warm 
indoor light settings 

►   touch sensor for easy dimming  

►   apply your makeup in lighting  
to match the occasion.  

►   wall mountable or free standing 

►   USB power operated  

►   measures:  
33.9cm x 24.8cm x 2cm 

339mm

248mm

WARM  
INDOOR LIGHT 

SELECTED

NATURAL 
DAYLIGHT 
SELECTED

TOUCH SENSE 
ACTIVATION

2-IN-1
DIMMABLE DUAL 

LIGHT LEDS

HANGS ON 
WALL WITH 

EASE
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HOLLYWOOD GLAMOUR  
LARGE LIGHTED MIRROR
MODEL: MMHL

►   iconic Hollywood-style mirror 

►   12 adjustable and dimmable  
LED lights  

►   cool natural daylight & warm 
indoor light settings 

►   touch sensor for easy dimming  

►   apply your makeup in lighting  
to match the occasion.  

►   USB power operated  

►   measures:  
48cm x 36.5cm x 8.5cm 

ADJUSTABLE 
VIEWING ANGLE

365mm

480mm

WARM  
INDOOR LIGHT 

SELECTED

NATURAL 
DAYLIGHT 
SELECTED

TOUCH SENSE 
ACTIVATION

2-IN-1
DIMMABLE DUAL 

LIGHT LEDS

m
ir

ro
rs
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14 DAY GEL POLISH NAILS
weeks of damage proof nails!
14 Day Gel Polish Nails provides a high gloss advanced polish system 
that’s quick and easy to apply, for long lasting salon-style results. The gel 
base and top coat can be applied with your favourite polish colour. It hardens 
under the LED UV lamp in just 60 seconds, to create a fabulous mirror-like 
finish that won’t dull like traditional polish alone. Hard-wearing, anti-chip and 
smudge resistant, your fabulous nails are ready to go all week with no more 
last minute touch ups. Typical wear between 7 and 14 days.

MODEL: UVLF3

► hard-wearing, long lasting gel polish system

► use with your favourite polish colour

► compact design ideal for travel

►  weeks of damage-proof wear

► up to 10 full manicures

► quick and easy to use

USE WITH YOUR FAVOURITE  
POLISH COLOUR

WEEKS OF DAMAGE-
PROOF WEAR
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AfterBefore

UV curing

► 36 watt high power UV lamp

► full accessory kit

► french manicure kit

► suitable for hands and feet

PROFESSIONAL UV NAIL EXTENSIONS
strong, beautiful nails which last and last
UV Nails uses a specially formulated gel that reacts with UV light to create 
very strong, natural looking extensions while allowing the natural nail to grow 
freely underneath. The UV gel and lamp can also be used without extension 
tips to create a strong, protective layer on the natural nail, promoting longer, 
stronger nails which don’t split or peel. Featuring powerful 36 watt UV lamp 
and built in timer.

MODEL: UVLP6



AfterBefore
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UV NAILS EXTENSIONS
natural looking nail extensions
Rio UV Nails Extensions uses specially formulated gel which reacts with UV light to create very 
strong, natural looking nail extensions, while your natural nails grow freely underneath. Rio’s UV 
gel and UV lamp can be used without extension tips to create a strong protective layer, promoting 
longer and more durable nails that won’t split or peel. The high gloss finish also prolongs the life 
of the polish for less chipping, so with the right maintenance and aftercare, UV Nails Extensions 
can last for months and months.

MODEL: UVLP5-COM

►  natural looking extensions

►  long lasting and durable

►  UV lamp

►  accessory kit
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► 365nm & 405nm UV dual output

►  auto-timer - 30s/60s 

►  rapid curing – quicker than 
conventional lamps

►  suitable for all UV & LED gels

►  suitable for hands and feet

►  motion sensing on/off

►  long-life LEDs – 50,000 hours

►  uniform coverage

►  latest curing technology

SALON PRO UV & LED LAMP
The Salon Pro UV & LED Lamp will cure all professional and home-use UV 
gels and LED gels including UV gels, build up gels, UV & LED polishes,  
base coats and top coats.  
The dual output lamp means that you no longer need to  
match the gel type to the lamp. With the Salon Pro  
UV & LED lamp you just get fast, professional  
curing every time, whatever the gel.

MODEL: UVLD
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1. Apply & trim tips

4. Apply resin & topcoat

2. Apply resin & basecoat

3. Dip in acrylic powder

5. Spray on activator

QUICK DIP ACRYLIC EXTENSIONS
salon acrylics at home
Quick Dip Acrylic Extensions uses a specially developed acrylic dipping powder to give thin, strong, natural-looking 
nails quickly and easily. The professional finish looks beautiful with or without nail polish. Can be used on nail tips or 
natural nails. 

MODEL: NACR4

► quick dip technique

► natural looking extensions

► instructional DVD 
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ULTIMATE NAIL ART PROFESSIONAL NAIL Artist COLLECTION
everything you need for a home nail art studio
Set up your own nail art studio with  
this Ultimate Nail Art Collection.  
The Professional Nail Artist includes  
a complete palette of tools and all  
the materials required to create  
truly stunning designs.  
The step-by-step DVD shows  
the professional methods and  
techniques to get the best  
out of this collection.

MODEL: NULT
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► dotters 

► fruit slices

► nail printing

► holographic & lace foils

► nail beads and glitters

► selection of brushes

► nail pen

► striping tape

► nail art polishes
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PROFESSIONAL BEAUTY, MAKEUP & COSMETIC CASE
travel with everything you need

Store all of your essential beauty accessories (and more!) in this stylish black vanity case. Featuring a two-way handle and 7 ergonomically designed 
compartments to maximize storage. The removable long handle allows you to carry this case over the shoulder when you’re on the go. 

Store and protect all your cosmetics; from brushes, to lipsticks, to foundations, and much more.

Dimensions: 270mm(L) x 190mm(W) x 205mm(D)

MODEL: CSCO



PADDED PROFESSIONAL 
COSMETIC & MAKEUP CASE
take your beauty salon with you

Take all your makeup and essential beauty accessories with 
you in this stylish professional cosmetic and makeup travel 
case. Featuring multiple compartments to maximize storage 
and organise everything in one place. Perfect for travelling 
or storing all your cosmetics; from brushes, to foundations, 
to lipsticks, and much more.

Dimensions: 230mm (W), 230mm (D), 270mm (H)

MODEL: CSPD

59
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COSMETIC & BRUSH 360° STORAGE CAROUSEL
easy-access storage for all of your beauty products

Instantly locate makeup, brushes, beauty products and hair accessories without the need 
to rummage through a cosmetics case by storing them in this 360° rotating storage carousel. 
Simply spin it around to quickly and easily access whatever you need.

The easy-to-clean, space-saving design looks stylish and fits neatly onto a dressing table or inside 
a bathroom cabinet. It features shelves that can be adjusted to suit your needs and its sturdy 
structure will withstand the weight of all of your lotions, potions and tools. 

MODEL: CSST

►  360° rotation 

►  space saving design

►  seven adjustable levels 

►  simple to assemble 

►  sleek yet sturdy design 

►  easy-to-clean 
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PACK-PULL-GO
BEAUTY ESSENTIALS BAG
the perfect pack & go partner
Keeping all your everyday make-up tools and cosmetics 
together couldn’t be simpler with the large drawstring  
beauty essentials bag. When open it converts into an  
useful make up mat to help protect your work surface,  
while keeping everything in one place.

MODEL: BGDS

►  rainbow draw string sequins -  
Other colour combinations available

► 21”/55cm draw string bag 

► opens flat for easy view of contents 

►  internal zipped pocket and external pocket

► elasticated tool holding straps

► ideal for travel

► wipe clean liner

21”
55cm rounded bag  

when open
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cleaner  
& whiter  
teeth 
easily & quickly 
improve your 
oral health 
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WATER FLOSSER AND  
ORAL IRRIGATOR
for better gum and oral health
The Water Flosser and Oral Irrigator gives flossing 
excellence with the convenience of being cordless and 
rechargeable. Water flossing provides cleaning deep 
between teeth and below the gum line for better gum 
and oral health.

MODEL: DCIR2

► up to 1800 cleaning pulses per minute

► cleans between all the teeth in under a minute

► 360 rotating nozzle

► angled nozzle helps precisely direct jet to gaps 
between teeth and along the gum line

► 3 jet modes:

 •  Regular Jet – for removing particles of food 
trapped between teeth; 

 •  Pulsed Jet – for deeper penetration, removing 
plaque causing bacteria, massaging gums and 
rinsing between teeth and gums; 

 •  Sensitive Pulsed – for gently massaging  
the gums.

► can be used with either water or a mouthwash

► water pressure control: 40 – 80 PSI

►  rechargeable – runs for 3 weeks 
on a single full charge

► high capacity +200ml easy-fill reservoir

►  IPX7 waterproof

MODEL: DCIR4

►  IPX7 waterproof

► 150ml easy-fill reservoir

► choice of three modes: normal/soft/pulse

► working frequency: 6000-7000RPM

► wireless induction charge - rechargeable lithium 
battery (2000mAh Li-ion battery)

►  low-noise design: less than 72 decibels 

►  full power offers two weeks of use

► measures 208mm (H) x 81mm (W) x 71.5mm (D)

UP TO 

1800 
CLEANING 

PULSES PER 
MINUTE

helps remove bacteria 
inbetween teeth and gums

targeted precision for 
deep down cleaning

targeted 
precision for

deep down 
cleaning
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TRAVEL WATER FLOSSER 
AND ORAL IRRIGATOR
for better gum and oral health
The Travel Water Flosser and Oral Irrigator gives flossing excellence with 
the convenience of being cordless and rechargeable. Water flossing provides 
cleaning deep between teeth and below the gum line for better gum and oral 
health. Water flossing is gentle on teeth and gums, removing more plaque and 
debris from between the teeth than manual brushing and penetrating deeper 
than flossing alone. Cleans between all the teeth in 60 seconds. 

The travel-sized design neatly fits into hand luggage or a handbag, making it 
quick and easy-to-use wherever you go.

MODEL: DCTF
► 180ml high volume water tank

► variable water pressure of: 40 – 80 PSI

► 1400 pulses per minute

► 2 settings (normal & soft)

► 2 minute auto-timer

► 2 nozzle tips

►  rechargeable

helps remove bacteria 
inbetween teeth and gums

targeted precision for 
deep down cleaning

Cleans between teeth in under 60 seconds

UP TO 

1400 
CLEANING 

PULSES PER 
MINUTE

68mm

132mm
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PROFESSIONAL WATER JET FLOSSER 
AND ORAL IRRIGATOR
for better gum and oral health

The Professional Water Jet Flosser & Oral Irrigator gives flossing 
excellence with the convenience of a high volume water tank. Water flossing 
provides cleaning deep between teeth and below the gum line for better gum 
and oral health. 

MODEL: DCIC

►  multiple water flossing tips 
- a standard nozzle which 
is perfect for everyday 
use, a tongue cleaner, an 
orthodontic tip for cleaning  
around braces; a pocket 
tip for low pressure rinses 
specifically for periodontal 
pockets 

►  600ml high volume water tank

►  variable water pressure of: 
30-110 PSI 

►  1400 pulses per minute

►  10 settings

►  2 minute auto-timer

1400
pulses

30
sec

600ml

10
settings

2
minutes

2 m

inute auto power o
ff

10 water  pressure sett i
ng

s

360° mul t i - funct ion handl
e

30 second t imed in
te

rv
al

Large 600ml capaci ty
 ta

nk

1400 pulses per m
in

ute

Standard 
Nozzle x1

Orthodontic 
Tip x1

Pocket 
Tip x1

Tongue 
Cleanser x1
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AQUASONIC WATER FLOSSER & SONIC S31 TOOTHBRUSH
for better gum and oral health
A powerful water flosser and super-efficient sonic toothbrush combination to intensively clean teeth 
and help improve gum health. The water flosser jet blasts away plaque, bacteria and food debris from 
between the teeth, but is gentle enough for use on even the most sensitive gums. The sonic vibration 
toothbrush stimulates water and saliva between teeth and reaches below the gum-line to clean areas 
that normal toothbrush bristles can’t reach.

For best results, use the complete tooth and gum regime twice a day. Suitable for use with braces, 
implants, crowns, or periodontal pockets. 

MODEL: DCIT

UP TO 

31,000 
MICRO-BRUSH 
STROKES PER 

MINUTE

Cleans between teeth in under 60 seconds
UP TO 

1400 
CLEANING 

PULSES PER 
MINUTE

Aquasonic Water Flosser:

►  choice of 3 cleansing modes;  
normal, soft, massage

►   induction charge (rechargeable li-ion battery)

►   up to 1400 pulses per minute

►  2 minute auto-timer

►  150ml water tank

►  40-90 PSI

Sonic S31 Toothbrush:

►  up to 31,000 micro-brush strokes per minute

►  choice of 3 cleansing modes;  
normal, soft, massage

►   2 minute auto off & 30 second interval timer

►   induction charge (rechargeable li-ion battery)
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UP TO 

31,000 
MICRO-BRUSH 
STROKES PER 

MINUTE

19,000 
PULSES PER 

SECOND

helps remove bacteria 
inbetween teeth and gums

targeted precision for 
deep down cleaning

targeted 
precision for

deep down 
cleaning

2-IN-1 WATER FLOSSER 
AND SONIC TOOTHBRUSH
for better gum and oral health

Deep-clean teeth and gums with the compact and portable 2-in-1 Water 
Flosser & Sonic Toothbrush. The interchangeable heads offer both 
cleansing between the teeth and below the gum line where ordinary brushing 
and flossing can’t reach. 

MODEL: 0778

►  dual-head toothbrush and 
water flosser

►  portable, cordless design for 
at home and travel use

►  sonic toothbrush uses 19,000 
brush strokes per minute to 
remove plaque, polish teeth, 
and brush away surface 
stains

►  water flosser pulsates at 
1,200-1,700 times/minute to 
jet away plaque and debris 
from between the teeth and 
below the gum line

►  offers a choice of a 60 second 
and 150 second timer with 30 
second intervals

►  IPX7 waterproof. Suitable 
for use in the shower or 
bath

►  strong, medium and soft 
modes

►  USB-rechargeable design

►  14 days use when fully 
charged

►  unlimited flossing. Not 
limited by water take size

►  universal clip design for 
water tube

►  smart tip detection - 
automatically senses 
if toothbrush or water 
flosser head is connected

UP TO 

1700 
CLEANING 

PULSES PER 
MINUTE
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ADVANCED BLUE LIGHT TEETH 
WHITENING KIT
for a brighter whiter smile
The Advanced Blue Light Teeth Whitening Kit uses the 
very latest advanced whitening gel and blue light activation 
technology to gently lift and clear stains caused by coffee, 
tea, smoking, wine, food colouring or ageing. 100% safe for 
teeth and gums with no sensitivity or discomfort. Studies 
have shown that people with whiter teeth are perceived as 
being younger, healthier and more successful. Now you can 
whiten your teeth with this latest easy to use technology in the 
comfort of your own home and without the expense and 
inconvenience of visiting a dentist. Each treatment takes just 
20-30 minutes. 

No batteries required, simply plug into a USB output or any 
smart phone – now that’s something to smile about!

The kit includes the battery free high output LED blue-light 
mouth piece and 3 x Advanced Whitening Gel syringes (3ml).

MODEL: DCWU

►   striking results

►    latest whitening technology

►   fast treatment

►   16 LED Lights

te
e

th
 w

h
it

e
n

in
g

Before After

USB plug in to phone High output LED blue light mouth piece
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PROFESSIONAL TEETH WHITENING
something to really smile about
With adjustable power levels and treatment modes, including a quick 
top-up option, this professional unit offers a high performance solution 
with the benefit of a supported mouth piece for added comfort.

MODEL: DCWH7-C 

► blue light technology

► two treatment modes

► 5 whitening gels

► mains operated
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